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Abstract of the Articles

The Consultative System of Islam
 Syed Jalaluddin Umari

President Idara Tahqeeq-o-Tasneef-e-Islami, Aligarh

And Chairman Shri'ah Council, Jamaat-e-Islami Hind 

The Messenger of Allah  used to solve the State

affairs directly in consultation with all the Muslims of

Madinah and sometimes his consultation was limited to the

representatives of the Muhajirin and the Ansar. There were

representatives of the tribes in Arabia. They were called

Urafa. During the reign of the Messenger of Allah   every

tribe had a representative.

At times of Ghazwa-e-Badr, Ghazwa-e-Uhud, the

Battle of Trench, Ghazwa-e-Taif, the Ifk incident and other

occasions the Messenger of Allah   consulted his

companions and acted accordingly. After he passed away, his

companions nominated the Caliph with mutual consultation.

Mentioning the details of these incidents, this article

proves that it was the sacred practice of the Messenger of

Allah  to deal with the affairs with consultation. And

thereby the Messenger  taught the Ummah to solve their

issues with mutual consultation. 
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The Reality of Astrology
Dr. Ghulam Qadir Lone

 Hadipora, Baramulla, Kashmir

dgqlone@gmail.com

There are many merits of astronomy. With the monthly

and yearly calendar we ascertain times for ibadah (worship),

get acquainted with seasonal changes, and fix dates for

marriages and other functions. This is related to its scientific

aspect. But about the movement of stars it is said for

thousands of years that they influence the fate of human

beings, their good and bad lucks, success and failure in the

affairs of day-to-day life and the whole life. 

The Qur'an and Ahadith mention the various aspects of

stars. The stars are the adornment of the sky. They help us find

ways on the land and in the darkness of seas, and devils are

chased away thereby in the high skies. To know the future

happenings with the help of astrology and to go to the

fortune-teller are prohibited. 

The Ulama of Islam have negated the effects of stars,

and have considered it shirk (polytheism) to believe in the role

of stars in making or marring the fate. 

This article presents the teachings of the Qur'an and

Ahadith on astrology and mentions the opinions of Ulama on

the subject. 
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Shari'ah Position of Intercession
Professor Muhammad Saleem

 Chairman Dept. of Theology(Sunni)
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh

msaleem196330@gmail.com

 Vasila (intercession) means to seek access or come

close to a person through the medium of something.

Technically, it means the thing whereby one tries to come

close to Allah the Exalted. The Qur'an and Sunnah deem three

things lawful to be used as intercession: Asma-e-Husna 

(Names of Allah), noble deeds, and asking a noble person in

his lifetime for supplication. The Ummah is united on the

permissibility of these three things. However, they differ on

whether or not the intercession of the Messenger of Allah  

after he has passed away or of the saints and holy men who are

now no more, during one's own supplication, is permissible. A

large section of Ulama deems it impermissible, while some

others hold it permissible. 

This article analyses this issue in the light of the

Qur'an, Ahadith and the opinions of Companions, and presents

its analytical study. 

The Concept of Moral Values 
in the Thought of Iqbal

Dr. Fayyaz Ahmad Farooq
Former Research Scholar, Islamic Studies Centre

Department of Islamic Studies

Bahauddin Zakariya University, Multan, Pakistan

fayyaahmadfarooq@gmail.com

Morality moulds and develops the personality of man.

It enhances character and action and the entire way of life.
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Morality is also a source of maintaining the foundation of

culture. It helps reform the social life. 

Allama Muhammad Iqbal (1877-1938) is a great poet,

philosopher and religious scholar of the Indian subcontinent.

He has enclosed all the spheres of life in his thought. An

analysis of Iqbal's concept of morality reveals that  he has

presented the concept of khudi (self) for the development of

personality. His philosophy of self consists of four factors:

moral values, love, courage and freedom. Iqbal has laid much

emphasis on the tarbiyah  (training) of self. Because it

develops human personality, strengthens it, and thus human

life emerges as a perfect example. To him, morality is

contingent on the person leading his/her life in accordance

with the teachings of the Messenger  And it is with

morality that a sort of exquisite beauty can be created in the

collective character of nations. 

This article discusses moral values in the light of

Iqbal's thought and poetry. 
 

The Present Trend of Conversion to Islam 
and Its Causes 

Maulana Muhammad Anas Falahi Madani
Member, Idara-e-Tahqeeq-o-Tasneef-e-Islami, Aligarh

anasfalahi@gmail.com

Islam is a preaching religion. It enjoins its followers to

convey the Message of Allah to His servants, but it strongly

prohibits coercion or temptation. It leaves the addressees free

to decide whether they accept Islam or continue with the
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religion they follow. 

Although, under Islamophobia,  an anti-Islam

movement was run all over the world and efforts were made to

prove that Islam is a terrorist religion yet facts and figures

reveal that the number of converts to Islam at the international

level is on an increase and after Christianity, Islam is the

second largest religion in the world. 

This article mentions the causes of conversion to

Islam. The writer has written that Islam is the natural religion.

It addresses all the spheres of human life. It establishes

equality among all human beings. It guarantees rights of

women and keeps women free from economic struggle. Owing

to these causes people feel drawn towards Islam.

 

The Contribution of Qari Tahir Raheemi to the
Art of Phonetic Recitation of Qur'an  

Mr. Fazlur Rahman Mahmood
M.Phil (Islamic Studies)

Ph.D. Scholar, Department of Hadith, 
International University, Islamabad

Qari Muhammad Tahir  Raheemi (1939-2008)

belonged to Jalandhar, a famous city in India. After partition

he shifted to Pakistan, did specialisation in Qira'at from Jamia

Khairul Madaris, Multan and was appointed teacher in that

very university. Later on he went to Madinah al-Munawwarah 

and rendered his services as teacher there. His students are

found in large numbers. 
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Qari Tahir has written books on Qur'aniyat, Hadith,

Fiqh and other subjects. Fazail-i-Huffaz-i-Qur'an, Kamal

al-Furqan Sharah Jamal al-Qur'an, Difa'a Qira'at, Kashf

al-Nazar Tarjuma wa Sharah al-Nashr fi al-Qara'at al-Ashr,

Tareekh Ilm-i-Tajweed,m and Kaatiban-i-Wahi are his famous

books. 

After presenting a brief life sketch of Qari Tahir

Raheemi, this article introduces his works on Qur'aniyat and

Hadith.
 

BOOK REVIEW

1. Sehat -o- Maraz aur Islami Taleemat (Health and
disease and Islamic teachings),Maulana Syyed Jalaluddin
Umari (Chairman Sharia Council, Jamat-e-Islami Hind),
Markazi Maktaba Islami Publishers, New Delhi, Pages:384, 
Price 250/.

Reviewed by Prof. Kunwar Mohammad Yusuf Amin
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